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yielded by the decantation method is about 3 tons per ton of slime, whereas by filtration 2 tons or less of gold solution are produced.
t produced.
Dr. W. A. Caldecott observes that for Band slime—" in general the .advantages of vacuum filtration increase with the value of the slime treated, but assuming with vacuum filtration the same capital expenditure on plant as for a decantation plant of equal capacity, 4 per cent, higher recovery, .and. 3<1. per ton higher working cost, it would follow that for slime above 1-5 dwts. in value vacuum filtration is preferable to decantation, and has the advantage of being independent of fluctuations in the rate of settlement due to variations in temperature between summer and winter. In either case the ordinary slime collecting vats are employed and the residue discharged by pump as pulp.''
Eleven vacuum filter plants were in operation on the Rand in June, 1914.
A later method of continuous decantation, reminiscent of the Usher process, has been made possible by the success of the Dorr thickener (q.v.)9 and has boon developed In North America. The method is usually called <'oinft('i'-rnm'nl tft'rtuit<t(i<»i. The pulp is washed in a scries of thickeners, being diluted after thickening and transferred to another thickener, and lastly goes to a vacuum filter, which, however, has been omitted in some mills where the solution itself is low in cyanide and contains small metal values.1 The method is in use at-some mills at. Porcupine, Ontario, and elsewhere.
The. advantages and limitations of the method are discussed by II. St. ,1. Brooks,'2 who considers it inapplicable to ores in which the greater part of the gold and silver is locked up in sulphides, so that long-continued agitation with cvanide is roijuirod to dissolve, the metals. 11 igh-gra.de ores requiring strong solutions are also unsuitable, lie would apply the system to low-grade siliceous ores requiring solutions of onlv moderate strength, and finish with liltwtion.
B. Treatment of Slime by Agitation with Cyanide and Filtration. The •diflieultv in the filtration of slime is that oven a thin laver of slime pucks drnvn and oilers i-reat resistance to the passage of liquids. A pressure much greater than that of the atmosphere1 is required, and in practice layers of ,1 inch to I inch arc used with vacuum 1 ouch ing or layers of 2 to 3 inches with pressures of lo to luo Ibs, per square inch given by pinups. An enormous urea of filtering surface is required for operations on a largo scale, and this is obtained by using a, number of parallel plates or leaves placed, side by side. The. dissolution of the <jold is easy and rapid, and is usually elYeeted by agitation \villi rvanide. although sonic exceptions are noted below.
When slime is Forced against a filtering surface either by the pressure of the atmosphere (vacuum lilt rat inn) or bv direct- and higher pressure, the slime forms a coherent and approximately homogeneous layer or cake, through which liquids pass almost evenly. There is little tendency for the formation of channels, and so \vashinii is complete and satisfactory with little water.
Warwick discusses the mutter UH follows :•- :l *"* in removing the soluble values from slime cakes the. principle of displacement is used rather than the laws of continuous or repeated dilution."1 In cakes of uniform permeability the wash-water would pass through like a wall pushing the gold-bearing or fc" pregnant- " solution before it. In practice a wash equal in volume
1   II. A. Metfraw, A'm/. «n<l .l//i//. </., .May 'A 11114, p. 1001; alno Oct. 17, 11)14, ]>. OKI*.
2   Brookn, Mny. and ,SW, /'/vw», April 'J(>, 101.\ }>. <J24.
3   A. W. Warwick, .!//»//.   tin;/.   WorM, '1013, 38, 005, 71)7, 1135; Minrrul. Jnduxtri/, 101:*,
P. ;w7.

